
CAPG/TOC workshop
Global survey of the State of Art and State of Practice in geotechnical Engineering 

(ROOM E2, 11.00AM TO 12.30PM, WEDNESDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER 2017)

Part 1 – Welcome & Introduction (15 mins)

o Introduction & welcome to the workshop by Roger Frank, ISSMGE President 
o Brief Introduction of the Corporate Associates, the CAPG team, outline of CAPG work 2013 to 

2017, need for survey, & current status, by Karel Allaert, Jan De Nul
o General information about the participants of the global survey (i.e. demographics, and 

interests), by Kim Chan, GHD 

Part 2 – Panel discussion on the global survey (1 hour)

o An overview presentation of all of the TC findings, by Pierre Delage, Chair, TOC 
o Panel discussion following to be facilitated by Sukumar Pathmanandavel, Aurecon, Chair, 

CAPG

Part 3 – Closure & Thank you (15 mins)

o To be conducted and workshop closed out by Valérie Bernhardt (Terrasol/SETEC)
a. How do we implement any key findings from the survey? 
b. What mechanisms should we explore? 
c. Should we target another survey? If so when and in what format? 



Introduction & Welcome to the 
CAPG/TOC Workshop 

by Professor Roger Frank, President, ISSMGE



Introduction of the CAPG 
by Karel Allaert



What is CAPG? 

• CAPG, or by its full title, Corporate Associates Presidential Group, is a Board level 
committee of the ISSMGE

• CAPG comprises representatives drawn from the Corporate Associates (CAs) of 
the ISSMGE

• We have 31 CAs including corporations, consultancies, contractors, equipment 
and product manufacturers

• CA logos, with links to their company web sites are displayed prominently on the 
ISSMGE web page

• Current CAs list is as follows
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(ref: 4 September 2017 – ISSMGE Website)



Why CAPG? 

• The key purpose of the CAPG is to assist the ISSMGE in developing actions and 
activities that will enhance the commercial sector of the geotechnical profession

• Identifying and help bridging the gap between the state of the art (SOA) and the 
state of practice (SOP) in geotechnical engineering has been a key activity for us

• CAPG, jointly with the Technical Oversight Committee (TOC), and the ISSMGE 
Technical Committees, created and launched a global survey in March 2017

• The survey closed on the 30th of April 2017. There were 1295 respondents from 
68 countries indicating a good level of interest

• Subsequently, we have had positive comments from many of the technical 
committees that participated in the survey
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Corporate Associates active in the CAPG

The following representatives of the Corporate Associates have been actively 
involved in CAPG and in the development and launch of the global survey:

• Sukumar Pathmanandavel (Chair), Aurecon
• Chaido Doulala-Rigby (Yuli), Tensar
• Kim Chan & Sam Mackenzie, GHD
• Karel Allaert, Jan de Nul
• Gabriele Zapf, Siemens
• Mandy Korf, Deltares
• Ian Hosking, AECOM
• Valérie Bernhardt, Terrasol/ Setec group

We welcome representatives of all Corporate Associates to join us in the regular six 
weekly CAPG conference calls. 

For joining in details, please contact kim.chan@ghd.com.
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Special thanks are due to 

• Roger Frank, ISSMGE's president, has been directly and actively involved in all of  
the CAPG's works.  Thank you Roger for your leadership

• Pierre Delage, the Chair of the TOC has been of invaluable assistance both in the 
development of the global survey, and being the focal point for communication 
with all of the TCs

• Sam Mackenzie of GHD for his excellent work of developing and deploying the 
survey tool

• Jennifer Nicks, Chair of the Young Member Presidential Group for support in 
reducing complexity of the survey data for use by the technical committees

• And, most importantly, to all the ISSMGE Technical Committees for participating, 
framing of survey questions and analysis of results



An important matter - we need more Corporate Associates!

• Corporate Associate numbers been higher in the past, peaking at about 43 

• From 2013 onwards, some 29 Corporate Associates departed 

• We have been partially successful in rebuilding back to 31 CAs 

• Post the ISSMGE global survey launch, we have averaged about one new 
Corporate Associate joining per month

• Our “stable platform” of CAs is thought to be about 60.  We have some way to go!

• Your help in increasing the number of Corporate Associates of the ISSMGE is 
greatly appreciated

• Directly contact s.pathmanandavel@aurecongroup.com if you would like to 
introduce an organisation to join as Corporate Associate



ISSMGE Global SOA/SOP 
Survey

Kim Chan, GHD Pty. Ltd.



In what country do you live?

• 1295 respondents

• 68 countries

• 4700 responses to 
various questions



Which ISSMGE region do you belong to?

• Europe 55.2%

• Asia 13.5%

• Australasia 12.1% 

• South America 9.4%

• North America 7.0% 

• Africa 2.8%



Which of the following best describes the organisation 
where you work?
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How many years professional experience do you have?



Which Technical Committees are you interested in?



To help us narrow the gap between SoA and SoP, we 
welcome your general feedback and comments below.

• I see compulsory professional accreditation as a key step in this process.
• TC should make more interaction with industries and public sectors so 

that TC may be exposed to more real needs.
• Data interoperability and the establishment of pre-competitive data 

federations (such as those used in Australia and Canada to federate 
groundwater data) would close the gap. The application of the SoA
requires the SoP practitioners to have access to the data. 

• Academia should sometimes give more focus on "practical questions" in 
their Research. Research in geotechnical Engineering must seek an 
application in practise.

• I think that coming up with a set of guidelines for each sub-discipline 
within Geotechnical Engineering and making them available to the 
ISSMGE community will go a long way to bridging the gap between SoP
and SoA.
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To help us narrow the gap between SoA and SoP, we 
welcome your general feedback and comments below.

• Increase the number of symposia focusing on the case studies in 
geotechnical engineering to allow researchers understanding and 
observing the real behavior of structures in order to model them in a 
better way. 

• The gap between SoA and SoP can be bridged with continuous 
professional trainings and involving the engineers in specific geotechnical 
committees. 

• In the steering committees of regulations such as Eurocodes, a better 
balance between academic delegates and practicing engineers should be 
pursued.

• Often, SoA and SoP are used both for solving practical problems, in order 
to distinguish what we do for more demanding problems (SoA) vs more 
common problems (SoP). 

• Do we really see the two areas narrowing until an SI technique is 
available that accurately (not precisely) predicts the ground model ?



An overview presentation of the TC 
findings

by Pierre Delage, Chair, TOC 



Panel Discussion

facilitated by 
Sukumar Pathmanandavel, Chair, CAPG 



Please consider the following thought …

In the spirit of the Seoul conference theme, Unearth the Future, Connect Beyond [ ], 

1. How should we ‘unearth’ this 
material for the future to serve the 
geotechnical community? 

2. How should we ‘connect’ this work 
To the 2021 Sydney conference? 

- When you have finished, move from the chair, and invite another person onto the chair
- Please be brief (2mins max). You can come back for further contributions
- We will note down everything for future use! 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT



Closure 
of the CAPG/TOC workshop 

by Valérie Bernhardt



a. How do we implement any key findings from the 
survey? 

b. What mechanisms should we explore? 
c. Should we target another survey? If so when and in 

what format? 


